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Caroline Nderitu has had a fantastic childhood growing up in the countryside, where 

she played in the rain or the wheat fields after school and listened to her grandmother’s 

stories by the evening fire. Her radiant childhood memories inspired her to pursue a 

bachelor’s degree in Early Childhood Education from the University of Nairobi so that 

she could add a professional and educative aspect to her modern contemporary African 

stories. She is a wife and a mother to one creative daughter. She is passionate about tell-

ing stories the African way, just like an enthusiastic grandmother by the evening fire!



I am Ciku. I live far away from my school. 



I leave at dawn every day. Sometimes there is a 

moon; other times, a sunrise. I know I will be in 

trouble when the sun comes out before I get to 

school. 



My friends walk and run with me to school. I cannot 

run as fast as my friends. 



I try to keep running until we leave the coffee 

farm that connects the road to the school. 



My friends said there was a monster that steals children if 

they are alone. The thought of the monster is terrifying. 



My friends are older, and their strides are longer. I 

run twice as fast to keep up. 



Wait for me!” I scream at the top of my voice as dew 

on the leaves damp my face and my uniform. 



I wish I could board a bus to school like my cousins in 

the city. 



“Hurry up! The sun is already up. We are late!” I hear 

the voices of my friends as they draw further away 

from me. 



I run faster until I am out of the farm and inside the 

school gate. 



CADBURY’S IN OUR OWN WORDS READER SERIES

Children’s books are mirrors and windows. A good book serves as a window to an 

unfamiliar world, and as a mirror for self-reflection. 

While children around the world see themselves reflected in books, African children 

don’t — not often enough. The books African children read should reflect their realities 

— and at the same time appeal to children around the world.

Cadbury’s In Our Own Words Reader Series is a creative campaign to ignite a love for 

reading among kids under 10 years old by sharing modern contemporary African stories. 

In Our Own Words rekindles the glorious days of ‘Hekaya za Babu’ stories told by the 

evening fire or in our kitchens. 

These stories ignite a love for reading in children by enabling access to modern, relevant 

and relatable African story books.

This book is part of Cadbury’s “In Our Own Words” Reader Series published by Sisi 

Afrika Books. It is a library of 150 original children’s story books co-authored with 

writers across the continent.

The books are available on our website, for anyone to download, read and enjoy. 


